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T'IEN, TIEAVEN

1. Confucius and Agnosticism
The¡e are two main inærpretations of the concept of Tien by Confucius. According to

the first, Confucius's thinking comes very close to agnosticism. - Tien is a natural and
impersonal heaven. The following passages in the Analects have been cited as evidence
for Confucius's agnosticism: "The Masûer never t¿lked of p,rodigies, feats of strength,

disorders or spirits". "Tzu-lu asked how one should serve ghosts and spirits. The
Master said, Till you have learned to serve men, how can you serve ghosts? Tzu-lu
then ventu¡ed upon a question about the dead, the Master said, Tïll you Ìnow about the

living, how are you ûo know about the dead?" "Fan Chi'ih asked about wisdom. The
Master said, He who devotes himself to securing for his subjects what it is right they
should have, who by respect for the spiriæ keeps them at a distance, rnay be termed
wise."35 This conception is also partly based on Chu Hsi's interpretation, who equated
the Confucian Heaven with a general principle,
"which is ultimate, eternal, but
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at the same time void and impersonal". However, there is the problem of how to
interpret Chu Hsi. When Chu Hsi interprets the passage quoted above about keeping
the spirits at a distance, Creel understands him to mean that, "while spirits exisf it is
very difficult to know anything specific about then, and useless to expend one's
energies (to borrow a rûy'estem example) in debates about TIow many angels can stand
on the point of a needle?'"3ó
4N.7,20, p. t27; lr:lr, p. 155;6:20, p. 120. GREEL 1932,p.81,82. shigezawa says rbet
Confucius "encouraged respect of the spirits and divinities but cautioned against bocoming too familiar
with tbem." Confucius "certainly desenres to tp called ¡ rrster ration¡list.' SHIGEZAIVA 1962, p.
84. Seæ also GRAHAM 1989, p. 10. Basing his argument on AN.
Ch'iea Mu says that
Confucius did not become e religious leader. CH'IEN Mu 1977, p. E. See also AN. 5:12, p. I lO. WIJ
K'ang 1963, p. l. HU Shih 1963, p. 296. CHEN, Rich¿rd Min-jui 1974,p.5641.
Dubs adds to the above nrentionod possages AN. 3:13, which says 'He who has put himself in the
wrong with Heaven has no means of expiation left." He interpr€ts this to mean th¿t here Confi¡cius
rejects prayer for the sick end thât ¡ right€ous life is tbe only mæ prayer. DUBS 192E, p. E4.
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CH'IEN Mu t964, pp. 56, 57,
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to huma¡ life, and aot to waste it in
puzding over r¡nknoweble måtter coûcemiûg the spirits, is the affair of the wise man." Creel quotes
Soothill's translation: "not to be deluded ebout çirits which c¡nnot be known." Creel says thst this
t¡a¡slation "is mcre difficult to justify ñom the text, aûd not in harmony with the ge.oeral tone of the
commentary.' CREEL 1932, pp. 82., 83. CHU Hsi 1952, p. 38. WALEY 19Ø, p. l2O.
Creel also says: "It seems cleer, th¡t Conñrcius thought of Heaven as an i4ersonal ethical force, a
cosmic counterpart of the ethical seose in m¡n, a gum:entee that somehow there is syryathy with
run's sense of right in the very natu¡e of the uiverse." CREEL 1951, p. 12ó. Creel does not regerd
Confucius as an agnostic. CREEL 1932,pp.97-9.
Accordiag to Dubs, Confucius's own belief w¡s not accepted by later Confuci¡ns. Under the
influeoce of [-eo Tzu, Hsfm tzu gave up tùe æcie¡t belief in a personal supre.me
The word Tiea,
insteed of &roting Go4 was used by him to r¡em "ûafire'. There¡fte¡ this meming of lian bec¡me
stånde¡d in Confrrci¡n teaching. This attitude r¡¡Ns comÍxrr in Han times. Occident¡l ioterpretetioo of
Confucius, which h¡s la¡gely dep€oded upon tbe Ha¡ coûm€o3¡tors, h¡s aocordingly beeo oislod.
DUBS 1958, pp.247-249.
thc
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Some inte¡preters think that in his agnostic opinions, Confucius was following the
general trend during the Ch'un Ch'iu period.
"In the general intellectr¡¡l tserd towåñl secularization during the Ch\m Ch'iu and \üarring States
ptriods, there was an increasing tenrJency to identiry Heaven as an irqrersonal, natural and self-operating
force. This is reflectod in the stater¡ents by Conñrcius, Mencius, Hsätr-tzu, and thei¡ contemporari€s.
But such a oahualistic notion ofHeaven was limited to small groups ofthe advanced rhi¡kers."3?

According to the second main intergetation of the conc€pt Tien, C-onfucius was not
agnostic, he belier¡ed in a monotheistic all-knowing God He fusted in God s providencq
praised him and was dependent on him and had a personal faith in Heaven. Creel points
out that the evidence underlying the assumption of Confucian agnosticism is inadequaæ:

He says:

'It has often beeo said tlnt Coañ¡cius was merely a mo¡al and political philosopher, minterÊsted in
religion. This was no rno¡e true of the Chinese sage than it was tn¡e of the ethically and theoraically
minded Heb'rews of the Old Test¡meaL It is, in fact, impossible to understand Confucius unless we
recognize that for him" as surely as for the priests and prophets of lsrael, ethics, politics, and the whole
of life were inseparable from tüeir cæmic and religious backgrormd."s
Between these two main interpretations there is what might be called a mediating
view. This claims that Confucius betieved in Heavenly God
tt is not possible
to sense this Heavenly God, who is silent, and who cannot be bribed by sacrifice.
"Confucius was not primarily a religious teacher, ... he was a deeply religious man."3e

7t Ë.

Fingerette says: 'Although Confucius speaks of He¡veo, its role is Dot too clear aod is rmelabor:¿ted
He was not impressod with thepossibilities of metaphysical speculation and'theology'
as we know. But he was doeply concernod with m¡n's life on earth.' FINGARETTE 1972,pp.62,63.
Chan says: 'Heaven ceased to be an antbropomorphic god and bec¿me the spiritual and moral
Sr4preme Being who reigns but does not rule, leaving the Moral Iåw to op€raþ by itself allowing mao
to åssume respornsibitity for hunun affairs.' CHAN Wing-tsit 1973, pp. I13, I14.
TANG l-chi¡i claims that the Conñ¡ci¡n Heaveo means "natr¡ral" É
ÎANG l+hiei l96X
p.62. See also CHIU, Hansheng 198ó, pp. 116-129. ROETZ 1984, pp. 203,2O4. According to Lü
Conñ¡cius was an ¡tbeist. LÜ Stao-tang 1987, p.2O5.

nthe A¡ulcas.

f Ë,

"

YANG r959,p.273.

According to Dawson, Conñ¡cius 'sh¡¡ed the common belief in a¡ iryersonal Heaven ø Provideoce,
uihich dealt or¡t life a¡d death, wealth and renk." DAV/SON 1981, pp. ,14,45.
To doubt the spiriæ wes cornÍrotr during Ch'un Ch'iu. KUAN Feng, Lin yu-shih l%2, p.239.
Soe also FU Shu-fang 1989, p. 64.

o CREEL 1932, pp. 9ó, 99. See also
CREEL 1929, p. 7 5.
Kdgre.n, too, emphasizes the religiosity of Confi¡cius: "Han har ju sagt: 'Att vara vihdsam mot
själrna och aadr¡¡ meo hålla sig @ avsünd frln dem, da kao rn¡n krlla vidom.' Men i verkligheteo
rnÊnåde Kooñ¡cius med denna sats ingalunda ett vare

awis¡nde eller skeptisk, utan blott data att icke

familþ,

påtrãngaade mot Anderna'. Kadgren says that Conñ¡cius h¡d the same older wodd view
as eadier generationr ûring Chou had. Souls, Kuei and Spirits, Shea, were important realities. He¡ven
governed Spirits, Souls, men, deoøs all to the s¡rÊ exteot, md the¡e wes no r€asoo to doubt the
vara

existeoce of uy of them." Konfucius var ju framme vid en verklig monoteism, i det hm tydligeo
uppñttade Himneleo som ett gudomligt visêo æd ellsnñktighet och dlgodüer, deo abaolut severån¡
mdemrkt€n.' KARLGREN 1964a, pp. 87, 88, 145. Soe al¡o DUBS 1959, p. l7l. EGEROD l997,p.
72. 'Cmfucius belicvod in Heavea ¡s ¡ p€rson¡l God." SHIH llìO,p.497.
Coñ¡cius had a diroct personel relationship with Heeven. IJ, Tu ll)61, p.43. Cmñrcius's ethics ¡ested
on doep religioru insight aod p€rsø¡l hith in Tien. SII,ÍTTI{ 196E, p. 35. He¡vea for Conû¡cius mcmt
"a purposoful Suprome Being
'ruling Heaven'". Ft NG Yr¡-l¡¡ 1967, p. S7
1962, p. 84. See

u

also CHENG,

d,

Cùung:þg 1979,p.3. TANG I+hieh 1987, p. 79.

Somo m¡inland Chi¡esc int€rprËters mention "Idealism", "Religious idealism' c "Theism" in
co¡noction with Conñ¡cius. JEN Chi-yú 1962, p. 157. HSIA Chi-Snng 1962, p.2ll. CHAO

Chi-pin

'

1962, p. EE.

CHANG

Yin-li¡

1973,

p.

1942.
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1973,
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p.61. Aporcntly Confrcir¡¡ 'did not coooem

Some interpret€rs try to show that there is a tension in Confucius's thinking.

It

seems that Confucius is sceptical about the existence of the spirits. However, because

he emphasizes sacrifice to the spirits he cannot deny their existence.4 Confucius
"respected spiritual beings but also wanted people to be'aloof from them. He called
this wisdom, yet not wanting to stay aloof was not wise."nr
In the light of these different int€rpetetions, it seems to be difficult to prove ænclusively
what Confucius's attitude towa¡ds Heaven was.

2. Confucius and Heaven
There a¡e 16 references to Heaven in the Analects, two of "Son of Heaven"
one of "Way of Heaven"
ffi øur of "The Mandate of Heaven"
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altogether 23 cases. The 16 references to Heaven fall into several categories of which
the largest describes the mutual relationships between Confucius and Heaven. These
relationships include the positive and negative attitudes of Heaven towa¡ds Confucius
and secondly his communication with Heaven.
Besides these, in the Analects there is a mention of the past functions of Heaven.
These retrospective cha¡ac-teristics of Heaven a¡e here dealt with first. Yao is esteemed
very highly: "It is Heaven that is great and it was Yao who modelled himself upon
it".42 It was only Yao who could have Heaven as a standa¡dß and could follow the
way of Heaven.* After Yao, the second mythical king was Shun6 : "Yao sai( Oh
Shun. The succession, ordained by Heaverç has fallen on thy person:6 Confucius
hiûsetf with the existence of spiritual beings. Even if they exist, that fact itself would be irreleva¡t."
Ref. to AN. UU Shu-hsien 1971, p. 159. Ming of Contucius was neturalistic ' Ê frt È,$þ "nit
¡ah¡ralism was new, although Coafucius believed i¡ Heaveo. TUNG Shu-yeh L962, p.7 .
Woo Kang says that the Conñ¡cian Heevm or Way of Heaven m¡y be itrterpreted in the following
ways: l) Heaven as a personal being, like God in religion; 2) as a substånc€, a Supreme Being, like
God i¡ ¡atural philosophy or mo,rality; 3) as the highest Regulative Principle, thus the Destiay of
Heaveo; 4) as the totality of all n¡tu¡al processes, accounting for the whole evolution of nah¡re. WOO,
Kang 1964, p. 90. Sæ also CHIU, Koon-boi 1928, pp.237-250, 431449. CHEN, Richard Min-jui
1974, pp. ?,107-l 13.

t

KUAN Feng, LIN Yä-shih 1962,p.24O.
FIJNG, Yu-lan 1978, p.96.
tt AN. 8: 19, IAV 1919,
W. 9, 95. Henderson comE€ots on the later influeoce of this statement as
follows: "Thus the detÊiled correspondences which Han cosmologists drew betr¡¡een the coemos and
m¡û m¡y ñnd a philosophical sanction, if not necessrily their genetic origin, in statements by
thinkers of the cl¡ssical era" HENDERSON 1984, pp. 4J.
o InAN.8:19 0È+Hü 2,
Hl mea¡s"¿sta¡dard".FlJäË+t, o cHUHsi 1952,p.54.
o'
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1974, p. 47ó.

VANDERMEERSCH 1977,p.

rt.

AN.2O:1, LAU l9?9, p. 158. Ivaley says about book 20: It 'consists of stray sente,nces from
wo¡ts of the Shu Ching type." 1VALEY 1964, p. 21. The book is oot ¡ reliable sowce of Conñ¡cius's
thougbts.

In AN. 8: l8-21 there ue sayings ebout the mythical kings. Tbc other parts of tùe chrpûcr dÊal with
the Tseng tradition (l-7) and ethic¡l nrles, priociples and idcds (8-17). The ders me'ntioned are

llighly.
say* "He [Cøñ¡ciusl pnoùebly did oot

estoemed very

Noodhem

belier¿e

tù¡t tbo faults of his age corld be curod by

my systemother tb¡n feuddism, ùut¡athertbat there should be eretu¡n to wb¡t beconceþed it
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adheres here to the doctrine that Heaven has ordained who is to be be the king. Thus
the legitimation of the king in the past was transcendental, originated by Heaven.

Confucius recognizes the importance of the old legendary kings. However, he does
not use them to support his ideas, despiæ the fact that he called himself a transmitter
and not an originator. The refospective characteristics of Tien do not play an important
role in Confucius's thought on Heaven. Here Confucius is more "the present time" minded than Shu Ching.

All

the positive actions of Heaven qpoken about in the Analects also concern C-onfucius

himself. Confucius's self- reflexive statements are here dealt first. In books 7 and9,
which mostly concern his personal cha¡acæristics, Confucius says that "Heaven is the
author of the vir¡¡e ffi mat is in me. What can Huan Tui do to me." This shows that
the origin of Te ffi is Heaven. The foundation of Te-virtue is not in Confucius
himself, but is in Heaven. This leads ûo the effect of Te as a protective force against the
minister of war in Sung, who according to tradition wanted to kill Confucius.oT The
heavenly or transcendental foundation of Te resulted in powerful Te. One may say that
this refers to the "supra empirical"€ characteristics of Te.

hg,

The culture of Wen
inheriûed by Confuciuq also has a protective function for
the people of K'uang. Confucius understood that Heaven does not intend to destroy
this culture. By desfoying him, the culture would have been destroyed as well, so
Confucius had nothing to fear. Through this personalization of culture in himself he
had confidence in the power of Heaven to preserve him. Tu explains this:
"Confucius' insistence that he lovetl the ancie¡rts and that he was a trensmitter rather than a maker
symbolizes his conscious attempt to provide å trenscendentel anch<rage for hurmo civilization. To
Conñtcius, what had already been creatal, notably the Th¡al and music'of the human corrmunity, was
not merely of humans, it wes alsn smctional and s¡nns<red by the Mandate of Heaven. Confr¡cius'
stong conviction that Heaven will not allow'this culhre' (Ssu-wen) to perish must therefore be taken
to mean th¡t his sense of mission,
from being a conservative desire to retr¡m b the past, was
inspired by his critical self-¡wareness that lleaven knows n¡e!'The idea of'this culn¡re'is thus laden
with cosmological simifica¡ce.'ae

fr

So both Te and culture according to Confusius have a transcendental foundation,
and work as a protective strield against any invaders.
C.onñ¡cius did not regard it as of the utmost importrfrae to be well-krown, understood,
or employed" This defect of not being recognized on earth is compensated by being
b€€û in its purest form, the ancieut 'way of the Sage kings'. Of course it wâs nâturâl in his time to
clothe ethical insrghts with legeoda-y historical authority. Co,nfucius called himself a haüritt€r, not
an originator.' NEEDHAM II 1956, p. 5.
What is said above about Tien does not mêåtr a rejection Neerlhem's cooment on Confucius
generally. The retroepective attitude ofConftrcius is less related to the term Tien th¡¡ the retrospective
chc'acteristic in Shu and Cbou gweriln€otål propagandå.

"

AN. 7:23, LAU 1979, p. E9. AN. 7:22,v/r'Ù-EY l9ó4, p. 177.See also CHAN, Wing--rsir 1973,
p. l14. SCHWARTZ 1985, p. 125.

€

empiri*¡' .îÊ Ë,ER fU,Ë {F HSû Fu-ku¡n 1975, p. Eó.
AN. 9:5, l,AlJ 1979, p. 96, WAIJY 1964, p.139. According to Yang Pe Chün, Confucius's iclea
r¡¡¡s: "Afte¡ Chou Weo lVang had died wesn't all the culn¡re fuherit€d in myself.r If Heaveo u¡anfs to
destroy the culnre then I shall not have chæce to leam this culture. If Heaven do€s not wã¡t to deshoy
this culû¡re, nùst can the poople of Klung do to me?" YANG Pe+hün 1965, p. 94. See also CHENG
Shu-{e 1974, p.5Ol and KORHONEN t921,p.41. IVANHOE l9EE, pp. 16l, 165.
AN 14:37, p. lE9. TU Wsi-ming 1989, p. 2,3.
"Supra
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known by Heaven.s According to this, the ultimate self-identity of Confucius is based
on Heaven. His identity does not collapse as long as he is known by Heaven. At the
same time this is Confucius's confession tlrat he regards it as more important to be
successñ¡l before Heaven than in the human society.
It can be seen that Confucius believes he is known by Heaven when he writes:

g ffi _f Ë

lí

"In my studies I sta¡t from below and get through to what is up

above." This is understood to be a corective which causes heavenly positive action to
compensat€ for the defect of not being known.st Confucius's studies are thus a tool
used to strengthen his transcendenally based identity.

A number of other people have also commented on heavenly favorable actions
concerning Confucius. When asked about whether Confircius, desplte his many p'ractical

accomplishments, is a Divine Sæ"

IE fi

his disciple Tzu-kung replied: "Heaven
Sage; it is also sure that he has many

certainly intended him to become a
accomplishments."sz The border official of Yi said to the disciples of Confucius about

their master: "What worry have you, gentlemen, about the loss of office? The Empire
has long been without the Way. Heaven is about to use your Master as the wooden
tongue for a bell."53 These passages show that people who knew him recognized that
Confucius had a calling from Heaven for his task and that also his ethical qualities, of
his being a Sage, wereoriginally from Heaven.
In the Analects Tien ming æ ô appeârs in three passages. Confucius said about
himself: "At fifteen I set my hea¡t on learning; at thirty I took my stand; at forty I came
to be free from doubts; at fifty I understood the Decree of Heaven E + ffi ff tt
ô; "t sixty my ear was atuned; at seventy I followed my heart's desire without
overstepping the line." Liu explains the passage in a Neo-Confucian manner wanting to
polistr the C.onfucian idørtity ftom the transcendental dimensions: "C,onfi,¡cius' originatity

" *[
AN.

"to k¡ow"

i¡

the seose

14:37, p. 189. "To

'to be employod': "No ruler recotnizes my meris and employs me."

uderstand'. AN. 14:35, LAU 1979, p. 129.

'' AN. 14:35, LAU 1979,p- 129. Waley batrslates this as: "But the studies of jen here below are felt
on high,' What is ¡efer¡od to here is "The self-training consisting in the snrdy of antiquity.'IVALEY

refersto
1964,p. lSg.otherexpla¡¡tionsa¡e: Te
.f p referst" 7tiË .YANG
29.T.$ refers to learning tbe affairs^Ëof men and -f refers to knowing the
Heavenly m¿nd¡te. Holy rmn (= Conñrcius), Heaven a¡d e¿rth, thesc tbree things form his Te.
CHENG Shuae 1974, p. 887.
Formelly, the passage follows the geceral coastructive principle of Book 14: the principle ofdefect
or l¡ck from differeot points ofview. The p'res€ot passage infoduces a defect a¡d a co¡rective to it a¡d
also a gradation of values: lhe higheet grade is a heave,nly me characterized by t
Ë -d *f *t ä

I-feng, 1969, p.

tt

+.

tt AN. 9:6, p. 139. LEGGE I t969, p. 2lE. The practical accomplishments for

"

hrm thao a merit.
AN. 3:24, LAV lg7g,p. 71. kus

I

1969, p. ló4.

rather as

a sage were regarded

¿

transl¿tion seems be.st to reflect the neaning of this passage.
Chu Hsi explains tùet norr there is h¡rrroil - soon there will be peace. Heaveo will surely soon ask
Cmfucius ûo be ¡n officer ûo teæh the people. Seoondly, tbo inteotiø may be tüat Heaven do€s not let
Cmñ¡cius become an ofñcer, bu¡ ¡5fts him to go rormd and æach. CHU Hsi 1952,p. 19. Liu P¡e-nm
agroes with ûe ñrst explenatioo, sæ CHENG ShrFte 1974, p. l9l. I-egge explains tbe bell according
to LIU Pao-n¡¡: 'fr. ñ Êf *"t a met¡l bell with a wooden tongue, sba&en in nakiag
a¡¡ormceæDts, or to call poople Sogotber.' a¡d edds to Liu P¡o Nan's explanation the fullowing:
"Heaven would employ Conñ¡cir¡s to proclaim the tulh and righf. Liu P¡o¡an 1973,p.72.1-EffiE
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lies in his belief that there is no need to depart from human ways in order !o know the
Mandate of Heaven. Confucius put the emphasis entirely on man himself." Ching
explains: "This is the description of a man who consciously cultivated an interior life,
who trained his mind to apprehend the truth and his heart to grasp the will of Heaven,
until his instincts were also transformed, and who learned to appreciate the things of the
spirit. Still, the mention of Heaven is discreeL Confucius'wo¡ds do not vibrate with a
passionate longing for union with Heaven, or God, as do the words of many Western

mystics." Schwa¡tz offers the explanation that Confucius may mean that he has a clear
understanding of what it is that is not in his contnol as well as of what is his true sphere
of autonomous action.s This personal self-appraisal by Confucius shows clearly that
his identity has obvious transcendental dimensions, but also that he has developed
himself as a moral agent towards greater autonomy and freedom. As an autonomous
free ethical agent he was able o follow naturally his hea¡ts' desire without failure in his
moral behavior. In this way he separated morals, in principle at least to some extent,
frrom the readymade list of moral rules or from the given moral codes, and introduced
intellectuality into morality. lt remains to be seen in connection with other key terms to
what extent Confucius was free úo choose his ethical behavior in certain situations and
to what extent he was bound by sEict external rules.
The theme of knowing the Degree of Heaven is continued in the Analects in the
following way: A gentleman
is in awe of the Degræ of Heaven and "The small
man rJ.
being ignorant of the Degree of Heaven, does not stand in awe of it."
Knowing the Tien Ming and standing in awe of it are closely related with each other.ss
Here the knowledge leads to an awe-inspiring attitude towa¡ds Tien Ming. This has a
vestige of the conception about God which is "tremendum et fascinosum", fascinating,
ûo be known and tremendous to be stânding in awe aL
To lnow fate refers to an "attempt to learn the predetermined course of events in
advance so as to enable man to gain success and avoid failure." This is "a necessary

Ê+
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4N.2,4, LAU 1979, P. 63, LEGGE I 1969, p. 14ó. Waley rranslrtes: 'At fifty, I k¡ew what wefÊ
the biddings of Heaver¡.' WALEY 196+, p. 88.
Acco,rding to Chu Hsi
is the p,revalence of heavealy Tao
, it is the nanr¡al reason of all

"
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things and afhirs. CHU Hsi 1952, p. 7. This explanation is followed by other interpreters too: see
SHIGEZAWA t962,p.97.
Chen zupposes that Cmfucius studied the Book of Changes at fifty. He refers to AN. 7:17, where
Confucius says, according to the Ku version; 'If some ye¡rs were added to my life, and I could study
the Book of Chrnges after fifty, then I might come to be withort g¡€rt hults.' Chen adds th¡t
Conñ¡cius bould well see that the Book of Changes would give him the knowledge of Heaven and
destiny.' Chea says of the Book of Cbanges: Tbe useft¡lness of tùe volume is extensive, for all persons
who work in scieoces that deal with these changes - modicine end the military, fo¡ instance - will find it
helpful, perhaps essential. L¡ter generatios have disparaged this book, regarding it as merely a shrdy of
forûme-telling, but they h¡ve f¿iled to s€e that its esseoce and great utility lie in the fact tb¿t it doe.s
indeed preseot the lcnorvlodge of Heavea's decree and exhaustiø of huom effort.'' CHEN U-fr¡ 198ó,
p. 67. Liu reftrs also to AN. l5:2E, ll:ll, pp. 199, 155. llU, Shu-hsien 198ó, p. ,145. The view of
the p,resent author, th¡t the ofteo quotod passage AN. I I : I I is of a doubtñ¡l origin, because it does not
follow the geoe,ral theme of the book, which is Confr¡cian appraisals of diffe,rent peo,ple ø groups of
people, does not $rpport the Neo-Confrrci¡n views. See ¡lso AN. 20:3, p. 233, WANG Ming-cun
19E6, p. æ3. CI{EN, Richrd Min-jui 1974,p.91-93.
CHING, Jr¡lia 1986, p.66. SCH$¡ARTZ 1985, p. 126.

ti AN. ló:8, LAU l9?9, p. 140. CH'ENG shu-re l9?4, p.65.
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quality of a superior man".* The predeærmined course of events is expressed by the
s€ntence: "Life and death are a matt€r of Destiny; wealth and honour depend on Heaver",
and in the idea that the four seasons run their course and the hundred creatures, each
afær its ki¡d are born thereby. Here it is understood that things run by command of
Heaven.57 This has also been inærpreæd to show some determinism, although

it is not

made clear here whether it is question of blind natural forces o¡ of a personal God.58
Fung says:
'Confucius thought a person's birth and death, whether he was rich or poor, eminent o'r humble, a
success or a failure all were decided by heavm. But one could still do one's best to do the things one
thought had to be done, no nett€r whether the result would
succ€ss or failure. Confucius thought
that even with something in which you knew you did not have a chance of success, as long as you
thought it needed to be done, you should still work at it with your best (effort). People of that time
said that Confucius was 'one who knows the impracticable n¿ture of the times and yet is willing to act
in them.''se

þ

This explanation by Fung reveals that Confucius was by no means a fatalist reloring

" YANG r969,p.274.
" AN. l2'5, LAU 1979, p. l t3; 14:38, pp. 189, t90; 17;19, p. 214, 2o:3, p. 233.
58

Creel quotes AN. l2:5 "Death and life are as decreed, wealth anrl rank depend upon Heaven; the
gentleman is serious end does not fail in his duties, he beùaves cor¡rtoously to others end accords with
li.' Creel interprets this to mean: "Life and death are matt€rs about which one can do relatively little;
he does his best, but when death co¡nes ¿fter all one must simply resign himself and say: 'It is åte''.

CREEL 1951,p.132.
Shih interprets this passage: "Here ming is a synonym of lien in the sense: ming or lien
determine death a¡d life, as well as riches and honours; they are not dependent upon m¡m. Again we
note in Confucius a certai¡ determinism. But whetûer it is the re$¡lt of blind netrrel forces ø the
decision of a per'sp¡¿t Ç6al ¡sm¡ins

unclar."

Based on AN. 14:37, p. lE9. Shih concludes th¡t this pûssage shows that Confr¡cius implicitly
recopized a relationship between the ordinances of Heaven (ming) and the personal God (lien) whom
he acknowledge.d to be the one Supreme God. It is said in the passage mentioned. AN. 14:47:
"...perhaps after all I am known; not here, but in Heaven." SHIH 1970, p.499-5U2. See also WANG,
Gung-hsing l9t+6, pp. 27, 28.
to

AN.

1215,

LAU 1979, p. ll3. FUNG, Yulan t978, p. 88. AN. 14:41, p. 190, LEGGE I 1969, p.

290.
According to

Îâng the 'ming' of Cooñrcius means 'Heavenly ordinance'. Confucius traveled
thmughout the wo,rld and confrontod the fact that his Teo was not to be realized in the wodd. He also
understood thet, whether or not the Tao q¿s realized, he had ûo acc4t vÀatever happened willingly.
From this fact developed his accumulation of leaming and his virtuous conduct, which resulted in
his understanding of ming.
One's duty is to rea¡ize T¡o in the wøld. This duty is the same as Ming. If Tao cmrot be ¡ealiz¡d,
then the¡e is a conflict between the duty and tbe Heaveoly Ming.
According to Confucius in this situ¡tion one bas simply to accept the sinntion; 'urderstånd' it atrd
"stand in awe of it". One's duty or Ming in this case it to realize tbat one is not doing onds duty, or
Ming.
When one ùries to rcaliæ one's Tao ia the wodd, one must be preprred to åccept tuo colrsoqueûces;
that one's T¿o will be realized or tbat it will not When ¿ mn is callod to office and his T¿o is realized,

this is his duty; and it is equally his duty if he ca¡not get office ¡nd his Tao cannot be reelizÊd.
Aoce,ptrnce of the unrealizability of the Tao is a duty and Ming.
Tang's explanatiø ¡bout ideotifying Ming with duty is besêd on Me.ncius, too.

TANG, Cbi¡n-I
1962,p.212-217.
Joaeph Shih is of e similar opinion to Tang: 'Confucius seos tbe doctrine of the Me¡deæ of

Heaven, not as a device for establishing the legitimacy ofpower already in possession, but as a means
to reeolve e persmal problem: He has dways followod the potb of virtr¡e. Yet he does not see his

efforts rewardod by trngible sucoess. Thus be is lod to the discovery of the spiritual order ¡¡d to ¡n
reletiooúip to God-' SHIH 1970, p. 486.

awareness of his personel
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all efforts and believing that one cannot do anything, since Heaven anyway will
determine everything. On the contraq/, Confucius was active, and Heaven had given

him the heavenly mission, which is the way T'ien Ming has been understood in
connection with Confucius too. Hattori suggests that for Confucius virtue depends on
the grace of Heaven. From remot€st time there have been saints, who received the grace

of Heaven. They all represented Heaven and ruled people on account of Heaven. The
peo'ple were also educated by them. The way had not been p'racticed for a long time and

therefore during many hundreds ofyears the people did not enjoy a quiet life. Heaven
finds and charges a suitable man to make the way clearand to install pea.ce for the sake
of human life. According to Hattori, Confucius was a man who received such a
mission from Heaven. Confucius himself believed that he was provided with the virtue
enabling him to be charged with this mission. Thus, the phrase "to know the decree of
Heaven" is nothing other than the profound belief of Confucius that a mission to clear
the Doctrine and !o practice the Way was bestowed by Heaven. To carry out this
mission Confucius needed a rank, and so he became a provincial officer. After the
situation in Lu became such that he could not continue any longer, he sought for a new
post ûo carry out his mission. In this he failed However, he thought that he ought ûo
make the way known after his death. At fifty Confucius became confident of his
mission from Heaven. This confidence in his mission was the origin of his power and

of his zeal.o
Above it was suggested that Confucius's oontribution was to introduce inællectuality
ûo morals, to know Tien ming in order to make the right moral choice. Knowing the
predetermined course of er¡ents, man was able to adapt himself to the sitr¡atim. Because
Heaven deærmined certain things, man could not bear full responsibility for the things
deærmined by Heaven [ife, death, wealth, honor], but man had a responsibility ûo
know Tien Ming and to be able to adapt himself to the situation. This Confucius
himself showed by retiring from office when the p'redetermined course of events led ùo
the failure of the ruler. Afær losing his ofñce, C-onfr¡cius still had a task to accomplish.
Loss of office was not a moral necessity for him, but it was a moral necessity ûo work
as a'wooden tongue'.ór
It is not mentioned that Ming, the mandate, had been given Confucius by Heaven, as

it

was given to the Chou rulers according ûo Shu Ching.

To possess or to get the mandate traditionally would have meant to be a king or at
least a helper or a minister of a king, but Confucius really did not say that he had
received the mandate. Just to know it fits well with his cultural mission.
His mission Ìvas to help the king and authøities ûo obtain the ethical qualification
which was neoessary for them to keep the mandate of a ruler. In this way he knew the
mandate, but not in a sense that he had it himself, tike the n¡lers. In this way he
"participated" in tlre mandaæ of the rulers. This means that Confucius had a special

Expl"i'irg Al.I. 9:5 Ha[øi says, tbåt 'Cil¡se of truth' is weo X tod m¡¡ lhe s¡æ as Teo fi .
King lVen died end the Way lodgpd in Conñ¡Êius. He ¡eceived the \l¡ay bocause He¡vca did oot like to
let this way p€rish. HATTORI 1936, pp. lO5-108.

@

ó¡

AN. 3:24, LAU l9?9, p. 88.

n

mutual relationship with Heaven.n'
Although Confucius had not got the mandate from Heaven, like kings, his emphasis
on his personal relation to it may reflect his opinion about himself as a member of the
shih-class. The importance of shih, scholars, was rising, and Confucius in accordance
with this historical development tried to find justification for his position in his doc.tine
about ming. Between this, and his favoriæ docfine about "rectification of names" there
may be some tension.t However, this looks quite natural, since if a new class is
rising, it necessarily implies new "names". lf the rising class has any powtr, something
must be taken out from the old classes in power, and consequently at least some kind of
modification to the old 'names", or old definitions of rights and duties of those in

powtr, is necessar¡r.
In addition to appearing in the combination Tien ming, ming appean 2l times in the
Analects in several contexts. In five cases it has been inærpreted to mean decree or will
of Heaven, although it does not appear in these cases in the combination
All of these a¡e in the latter part of the Analects.s ln the chapters from one to ten ming
means the will of Heaven in connection with death or illness, perhaps "fate".6
C;onfucius feels the unfavorable attitude of Heaven personally. He submits to his
faûe not to be known or to be employed. He neither complains against Heaven nor
blames man. He turns his fate to a positive notion of being known by Heaven. Given
the bacþround of Chou thoughÇ it must have been a real disappointment for Confucius
not to be employed as a virtuous person, with vi¡tue given by Heaven.6 However,
here Confucius does not show submission ûo the inexplicable Heaven, but tries to find
a positive solution to the problem and he tries to see some hope in immersing himself in

of t( ô.

studies. In showing this attitude he is behaving differently from the sad deploring
attitude commonly expressed in Shih. Here Confucius follows neither Shih nor Shu.
The solution for the problem is his own: to pursue his studies, which have a heavenly
ot

Chiu sr¡ggests th¡t tbe saying 'At fifty, t knew the M¡ndate of Heaven" indicates Confucius's
'belief in tb¡t tbe Mandaæ of Heaveir w¡s giveo to hin' I¡ter he seys that Conñrcius cleimed th¡t he
had personelly ¡eceived th¿t m¡¡det¡ ¡s well. Chiu continr¡es: 'Bri Confucir¡s himself did not regard
him.self a king as s¡cb; instead, he understood his own mission as tbat of traßmission and presmration

of mcie¡nt culnre and tradition.'Referring to AN.9:5, he says: "At this point we acquire a new
awârer¡ess of T'ie¡r, thât of being the "guardian' of culture, with the mand¡le of Tien as being the
transmission of culture; and Confucius, es an educator, took th¡t as bis personal mission.' CHIU
1984, p.

ll0.

According to this doctrine the prince is prince, the father is father etc., that is, each mn in his
relations is what the neme of his ¡elrtion would require. AN. l3:3, pp. l7l, 172, AN. l2:ll, p. 166
'Let the prince be prince, the minister a ministe¡', tbe åther ¡ ñtber a¡d tùe son a son.'
63

*

AN. 12,5, p. 163; 14:38, pp. 189, l91l'

2O:3,

p. 233.

6 AN.6:2, p. l15, (AN. ll:6, p. 154) AN. 6:8, p. l17.
AN.9:1, p. l3E. This is trånsl¿ted by lægge Appointmmts I¡CCE I 1969, p. 276.'ü' 'E ft
ff ne invuiOty reportod'AN. l0:3, LAU 1979, p. l0l. LECGE I1969,p.?2E.
In AN. lOt3, p. l5O Ming is'to comr¡¡nd'. Other meanings in tùe latter part according to Vr'eley
ere: AN. ll:18,p. 157 'offici¡l perrrissioo" or æcoÍali¡g to l-egge'eppointmcot of He¡ver¡" LEGGE I
1969, p. 2A3. AN. 13:20, p. 176. ?ri¡ces com¡rission' AN. l4:9. p. lEl, 'ducal mend¡æ AN. 14:13,
p. lE3.'hioce ie in danget' AN.l. 14, 47 p. 192- AN. 17:20, p.214. tlessage'AN. t6:2 p. 204

þlicy'

"

E ê. AN. 19: l. p. 2?A \fe' AN. 20: l, p. 23I bhaqge'.
AN. 14:35, LAU 1979,p, ræ. AN 7:D,p.127; AN. 7:23,l,i.lJ t119,p.96. see

coobination

AN. 14:37,

E9;

foohote 47, this chaptcr.
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character aiming at being known by Heaven.

When Tzu-lu disliked Confucius visiting the wicked concubine of Duke Ling of
"If I have done anything improper, may Heaven reject me, may
Heaven reject me."67 Here Confucius recognizes that wrong action would evoke the
anger of Heaven and he submits himself to this tãct.
confucius experienced the disfavor of Heaven when he lost his favorite young
disciple Yen Yüan. He said: "Alas, Heaven has bereft me. Heaven has bereft me."ß

Wei, he replied:

Obviously it would have been more in conformity with justice if such a person could
have lived longer, especially as he was fond of learning. Similarly Confucius had to
admit that a good person could become ill.m confucius here does not ponder the
reasons for this type of heavenly act; his attitude here resembles that of the people in

shih ching when they met with heavenly unfavour. If he had followed the general
anitude in Shu ching, he would probably have speculated as to why Heaven committed
this action. Here he follows the traditional atitude of submission to the will of Heaven.
One's guilt against Heaven will prohibit one's prayers: "When you have offended
against Heaven, there is nowhere you can turn to in your prayers." Confucius does not
explain what it means to offend against Heaven,
Presumably rhis has an
o'AN. 6,2ó, LEccE

+ ft ft.

+ËñäÉ¿,
2

I

4¡.

7 ,
ft,+*z, á,7 ffiã É, xw.z, + E H¿."
1969, p. 193;

6:28, LAU 1979,p.85. AN. 6:26 is: "

here could be an empty wonl or a pronoun denottng the improper things, or

ælË1,-

I = Confucius.
Waley traaslates I as "it". WALEY 1964, pp. 121,241. His tra¡slation: "ïVhatsoever I have
done amiss, may Heaven evert it, may Heaven avert it." implies, that confucius probably dirt
something wrong. chu Hsi interprets ffi as "dislike, d€test, reject". cHU Hsi 1952, p. 40. There is
also an interpretation to explain fif as a phonetic loan mea¡i.g "to press, to oppress'. CHENG
shu--te 1974, p.365. LIU P¡o-nen 1973,p.132. The meanings'to t,e <tisliked by Heaven'or being
suppressal to death by Heaven'ar,e not very far from each other. The translation 'Whatever I have done
amiss, may Heaven dislike or suppress it' does not h¿ve the proper sense. Jf;n requires here â persoû as
an object' The most probable transtation is "If I have done anything improper, may Heaven reject me,
may Heaven reject me." This irrplies that Conñrcius did nothing wrong.
The passage has some ñrrther explanations: Confi¡cius tried to say that he visited that lady, and
the re¡son for soeing her wes not to get peåce to the world, may Heaven dislike him. Accorrting to this
explanation Confucius had a good motive in visiting the wicked lady. Because of his motive he did

if

rieht.
Another explanation says that Conñrcius's idea was to say tbat if Heaven does not dislike her, must
dislike her? Wh¡ he does not do, is the same as what Heaven does not do.
A third explanation says thåt because many people did not like the fact that Coafucius saw
Nan+an, this mea¡s that He¿ven did not like Confucius seeing her. However, Nan-tzu represents the
society of tlrat time. Confucius asks whether Heaven wished to reject the society.
Another explanation says that the wicked lady employal good ræn, like Confucius. The view that
the disciples of Confucius put forward was thet they did not want to hetp wicked people. CH'ENG
Shu-te 1974, pp. 365-369. Soe Also CHIU Koon-hoi l9ZE, ß.
Confucius himself actod according to this last idea, see NIKKIL/{ 1982, p.74,75. Apparcntly
Nan+zu did not empþ Confucius, the visit might not have lastat long, and it is not known what was
discussed úrring the visit, so there may Þ no tension between Confucius's actions and this passage.
Clearly there is no question here of Confucius having deeply violated his moral principles and
tredition, nor of his having caused great berur, md so he is not conderming himself now. See KEKES
he

1989

*

p.21.

AN. ll:8, p. 154.

Se¿ also

AN. ll:6-12, LEGGE

discussed and HO Yu-she¡ 1979,p.783.

t

AN.6:2, p. l15, (AN. ll:6, p. 154) AN. 6:g, p.
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llz.

I

1969, p.239-241, where Hui's death is

ethical connotation resembling the virtuous prayer mentioned in Shu,' and means that
any \ryrong action causes Heaven not to receive prayers. The passage implies logically
that if one has not offended against Heaven one can pray. Confucius does not reject
pmyer with this sent€nce.
Fxpiation has been mentioned in connection with Confucius's illness, but it was
directed towards the sky spirits above and the eafth spifits below. Heaven is not
Uegan long ago." An
mentioned in this context. Confucius said: "My expiation
die,
Confucius said: "In
he
would
soon
another occasion, when he was ill and thought
preænding to have retainers when I have none, whom do I deceive? Do I deceive
Heaven?" Waley suggests that this shows that Confucius was confident that his disciples
could give him a decent burial even if he was buried without public honors.T¡ These
passages show that Confucius most probably prayed, even if this is by no means a
proper two-way communiCation with Heaven, but this "prayer" does reflect Confucius's

ffi

relation to Heaven and the fact that Confucius takes Heaven seriously.
And when considering the possibility of communication from Heaven to man,
Confucius says that Heaven does not speak, yet the four seasons nrn their coulse
thereby, (by command of Heaven), the hundred creatures, each after its kind, a¡e born
thereby.z
Confucius's attitude towa¡ds pñryer links up to monotheism on the one hand and to
polytheism on the other. It is a monotheistic idea that there is no one other than Heaven
to pray to. But it is a polytheistic idea that there a¡e several kinds of spirits towards
which the expiation rites can be directed. Confucius displayed a certain ignorance
concerning these, but admitted that his expiation began long ago.o One can try to
invent an artificial harmonization for this contradiction between monotheism and
polytheiSm, for example, that Heaven was a supßeme monotheistic gOd, whereas there
were many kinds of spirits under this Heaven and that the spirits could be affected and
that they had a certain power over C-onfucius's life.

t

reåsorì or principle. Ct{U Hsi
AN. 3:13, LAU 1979, p. 69. Chu Hsi explains Heavea
"r Ig ,
p.16. CHENG has an explanation that offending ageins¡ t¡ç¡v* would mean to ect egainst
reâson. IS caonot be Heaven, but it c¿¡ be from Heaveo. CH'ENG Shu-te 1974' p. 158. Compare
tbis with o-ther opinions in footnote 36, this chapter. NIKKTLÄ 1982, pp. tol, t02, ll0, lll.
SMITH r973,p.51.
tr AN. 7:34, pp. l3O, l3l. Dubs expl¡ins this: "When ow Master was ill, (Jug yu) Dz-lu asked
1952,

permission to have pra.yers said (for him to the spirits and ødinary gods). Olr Master replied' 'ls the¡e
such a thing (in the ancieot auth<rities?)'(Jung Yu) Dz-lu ansperod,'There is. In the Dirges it says:
We pray tã *r" oøi*ry gods above and to the earthly deities beneeth'. Our Mast€r repliod, To mp
(KImg) ChTu prayer is nca an occasimal mrtter-'
Duús offers this interpre*ation: 'Here Conñ¡cius inplies that ifhis ordinary life h¡d not socr¡red fo(
him ptotoction against death Ê,om wh¡te,ver sprritual powers there are (here of course referring to
in the haste of an emergeocy would give no aid- So, in a highly
Heavä),
geve
offence to those who believed in ordintry gods od spirits' yet
no
Confircius
age,
zuperstitious
rminteinod his-inq¡ard feith in one God.' Dub6 conn€cts this with Confucius ûot enstüering questions
¿bout the gods. tn [åu s int€rpæt¡tion Confucius wes more positive to the idea of p,rayer, as he

'

-y "e|'ã-*io

translates the sentence as:

In

that cese, I have loag been offering my pfayefs.'LAU 1979' p' 91'

DUBS 1958,pp.249-25t.

t

AN. 9:1 l, p. l4l, WALEY 1964, P.l4l.

AN. lz:19, p.214.
o AN. 7:34, pp. l3o,

l3l.
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These passages show that Confucius stresses the communication with Heaven very
little. However, this communication is not entirely absent from the Analects. To a large

extent Confucius ignores the traditional thoughts about sacrifice and prayer directed to
Heaven, (Shih Ching), and does not emphasize the two way communication with
Heaven clearly expressed in Shu Ching. One explanation for this is apparently that the
communication was performed by the royal penþns; Confucius spoke about his personal
attitude towards Heaven, but could not say too much about prayer and sacrifice, because
he was not a king.
The Analects have a combination Tien Tao
Ë, ttr" Way of Heaven. "Tzu-kung
said, 'One can get to hea¡ about the Master's accomplishments, but one cannot get to
hear his views on human nature and the Way of Heaven."'7o This indicates that
Confucius was very little concerned with Heaven in his teaching. The Analects place

X

the question, or absence of the question about human nature in this same context.
Graham is of the opinion that this "looks like a later comment on the conspicuous
absence fr,om the sayings of Confirius of the philosophical p,rohlem which were interesting
his school during the next century"7s

In the Analects there are very few statements which could define or characterize
Heaven in any way. Confucius said, "It is Heaven that is great
*d it was Yao who

Ë

modelled himself upon iL"7ó

The Son of Heaven has been mentioned twice in connection with ceremonies. The
importance of the Son ofHeaven during good government as a giver of order concerning

ritual, music and punitiveexpoditions is pointed out.z

3. Early Confucian Heaven and Heaven in Shu Ching
ri/e will now move on to a comparison of the eady Confucian concept of Tien as
compared with the traditional view of this concept. The discussion will be based on
what was discovered about the traditional concept of Tien in part one of the pæsent
p,roject, and on the above survey of the early Confr¡cian concept of the term.

Shu Ching and Shih Ching, according to which the contents of the inh€,rited thought

p. I10, I.AU t919, p.78. Tien Tao refers to the oatural tul" Ê fi.\ Ë FtJ . CHU Hsi
YANG l-feng 1969, pp.36,37.
K¡amers says: 'Der zentrele Begriff, wie er ausgedrückt wird in dem Zuz yû, en C*sprüchan wn

'n AN. 5:12,
1952, p.28.

Konfuzius, is jen, Menschlichkeit', aber als tieferer¡ Hintergnrnd dieser Leùre desler gibt es die Lehre
des menschlichen Wesens, åsing, und von dem Weg des Himnrcls, t'ien - tao. Die letzteren Begriffe
werdea in dc¡n Lun yú rw utgodeutet; sie sind aber die Gnrndlage der neukonfuzianischea Metaphysik
wåùrend der Smg- und Ming-Dynastien gewoden.' KRAMERS 196ó, pp. lE, 19.

tt

GRAHAM 1986, p. 18. Another passage in the Analects, wùere hsing, '!f , human nåh¡r€, appeårs,
is AN. l7:2, p.209: "The Masûer said, By oature, oear toge.tber; by practice far apart.'
to

AN. E:19, LAU 1979, p.94. In AN. 19:25 it is said: "The Master c¡onot be equalled just as the sky
cannot be scal€d.' LAU 1979, p. 157. He¡e Tan-hmg coInpares his m¡ster to the sky in some sense,
as Coofucius did iû AN. E:19 in anotùer seose concerning Yao. It rtr¡y be th¡t the disciples of
Confircius empbasized his teaveoly' character, like that of an ancie,ot king.

tt -Ihe thpe f¡milies

used the ynng Song during the removal of the s¿criñci¡l vessels. The Master
seid, By rulers and lo¡ds atte¡¡ded, The Son of He¡ve,n, mysterious - \ilhat possible applicrtion cao such
words h¡ve in the h¡ll of the Th¡ee Families." AN. 3:2, p.94, l6:2,p.204.
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in this study has been formulated, were formed

as literature mainly before the time

when the C-onfucian Analects were collected. Some parts of Shu Ching were formulaæd

and some additions to Shu Ching were made during the Ch'un Ch'iu period, 770-481
B.C. and some even during the Warring Staæs period, after the time of Confucius.Tt
In this chapter we will trace how the early Confucian thought about Heaven in the
Analects relates to the traditions of Shu Ching and Shih Ching, in other \Mords, what
the relation between Shu Ching and Shih Ching on the one side and the Confucian

Analects on the other is. This comparison

will

be done first by finding the major

common points and differences bet\ /een Shu Ching and the Analects, and secondly, by
doing the same for Shih Ching and the Analects. We will also investigate whether the
Analects follow certain strata of Shu Ching or Shih Ching and which features of the
Analects would be such. After this, thearea of unique early Confucian thought develçed
in the Analects, and thus not found in Shu Ching and Shih Ching, can be defined.

a. Common Characteristics

with Differences

In this section we will be examining some common features of and differences between
Shu Ching and the Analects in their attitude to Heaven.
The most important common cha¡acteristic is that in bottr Tien appeaß as an important
key term and has a rema¡kable number ofoccurrences. In both it appeøs as a godhead,
as an autonomous functioning subject, which as godhead is second to none. Confucius
shared this seemingly common view.
The two main categories of Heaven in Shu Ching are the punitive and rewarding
activity of Heaven and the question of the Heavenly mandate.' Both these categories
of Heaven can be found in the Analects as well. In Shu Ching the Heavenly mandate is
clearly related to the punitive and rewarding activity of Heaven. In contrast to this, in
the Analects the Heavenly mandate is expressed as belonging to the favorable Heaven

only; Confucius is not afraid of losing the mandate, as the king is in Shu Ching.
In the Analects the beneficent Heaven is clearly expressed, as is the case in Shu
Ching, too. The punishing Heaven and the Heavenly mandate are discussed compararively
much less in the Analects than in Shu Ching. The main sentiment in this respect in the

Analects is more optimistic than in Shu Ching. This general trend shows that his
conc€ption of the Heavenly mandate has some of its roots in Shu Ching, but that the
idea has been changed towa¡ds a certain dir€ction.
Confucius did not regard Heaven as being the kind of un¡eliable entity which would
remove the mandate if there is fault in the virt¡e of that person who has the mandaæ. If
Confucius had followed the Chou thought in Shu Ching and had adopted it fon his
purposes, he ought to have been afraid that his ethical behavior is not sufficiently
virtuous and that Heaven any time may take the mandate o'r Ask and missim frrom him.
Even when Confucius lost his office, he did not think that Heaven has taken the

mandatefromhim.
^ I.IKKILÁ

1982, pp. 12-24,222.

'¡¡tKKlLÄ

1982,

p. l14.
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In Shu Ching the mandate is that of the ruler, but in Confucius's case the mandaæ is
a task which is a of mission to spread his doctrines with an intellectual and moral
element. Confucian confidence in the faithfulness of Heaven ûo pres€rve this inællectual
mandate in him becomes understandable on the basis of these differences in the concept
of the Heavenly mandaæ. The murdaæ of the king in Shu Ching or Chou ideology was
something secondary: the virtuous king could receive it from Heaven' It was a secondary
thing given after the virtue was proved. If the virtue was lost, then Heaven removed the
mandate. In COnfucius's case the mandate was primary; there was no virtue Or any
other qualification between Heaven and the mandate. The mandate itself was this
qualification. Both the virtue and the mandaæ were given by Heaven. In terms of origin
both had similar quality. lf Confucius had ceased to be vi¡tuous, and started to sPread
unvirtuous doctrines, this would have proved the mandaæ had already been lost; but
virtue was permanent in him, because it was given by Heaven. Because of this Confucius
could be confident that Heaven will not remove his mission from him.

b. The Heavenly Mandate of the Minister

In Shu Ching the explicit conception of Te, which also would fit very well with
Confucian thought, is the Te of the assistants of the king, which causes Heaven to react
favorably. With this bacþround of Shu Ching one can see here one of the main
motives of Confucius's heavenly virtue and mandate, to work as an assistant of the
ruler in order to get Heaven to react favorably. Confucius does not refer to this, but
here one can see that it is faditional if someone else than a king has the virtue of Te.
In Shu Ching, and not just in the Analects, in principle even someone else than the
king could have a mandate. The ministers of Yin were also ganted the Ming from
Heaven. In the Yin- hierarchy, the king contnolled the mandate of a minister. The king
had the right to retain the ministers or to dismiss them. Also the officials of the king
were expected to consolidate their Heavenly mandate.æ Confucius develo@ this idea
so that desptte not being able ùo hold ofñce, he could keep the mandate, not the mandate
of an official, but the mandate of a moral teacher, which Heaven has sent to spread the

right principles widely. If Confrrcius was accepted as an official, he himself intended to
leave the post if the ruler was not virtuous. Confucius did not regard that keeping the
office or losing it is related to his mandate. If we look back to Shu Ching, Confucius's
conviction of his calling means that the purpose of his teaching would be, if taken

saiously, to consolidate Heaven's mandate to the king.
rilhen seeing the mandate from the point of view of the Chou ideology in Shu
Ching, one can see that the king was müe directly in contact with Heaven than the
ministers. The king had a direct responsibility to be vi¡tt¡ous and ûo behave in such a
way that harmony in the universe would be presenred. Conñ¡cius's position and his
thoughts were those of good helpers or ministers of the ruler. For this class the
principles 6f f¡¿¡¡dling political metters in society werc importanL The mandate of
Conñ¡cius was mainly for these purposes. If it had been tlrat of a king, then Confr¡cius's

t
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principles would have handled more things relating to Heaven and the king. Confucius
wanted to stick to his class in the hiera¡chy and not to consider matters which belonged
to a higher stage of the hierarchy. This seems to be one of the reasons why Confucius
did not concentraæ on the tanscendenal entities and phenomena, although he took their
existence and influence for granted.

c. Heavenly Favor and Learning
In Shu Ching the heavenly favor is mainly heavenly grace and blessing, giving and
keeping the mandaæ upon the virtuous king and taking care of the well-being of the
people.sr The Analects sha¡e a similar view conoerning the transcendental legitimation

of the good kings in the pasl However, the Analects describe the heavenly favors more
specifically in connection with Confucius personally. This is seen especially in the
understanding that Te, the Virtue of Confucius is originated by Heaven. It is because of
this that Confucius could enjoy safety ever when in danger.
In the Analects the heavenly favor is also attached to the knowledge of the heavenly

mandate, which enables the gentleman to gain success, and so wealth and honor
ultimaæly depend on Heaven.
Shu Ching and the Analects regard Heaven as a preserving power which maintains
the natural world, and in the case of the Analects, even the culture.

The general difference in the anitude towards heavenly favors between Shu Ching
and the Analects seems to be the attitude towa¡ds ethics and learning. In Shu Ching the
ethical basis of Te is man, as man's own qualification ûo earn the heavenly favors of
getting the mandaæ to rule. In the Analects the inællect takes the place of ethics in Shu

Ching. The Analects stress the knowledge and learning as proper qualifications in
regard of or in front of Heaven. In Confucius's thought studies ¿¡¡e an accumulative,
continuous pr<lcess to 'get to what is up above", an ongoing and developing process
through which Confucius strengthens his transcendentally based identity. ln contrast to
this, in Shu Ching the vi¡tue of Te is something which either is or is not, and which is
not capable of being developed by man, and still its origin is in man.
In the same way, in the Analects Te, viewed from its heavenly origin, is something
which is or is not. In Confucius's mind, humanly based matter, in this case studying
and learning, is something to be developed and consequently incomplete. From this
point of view the virtue of Te, if complete, cannot be based mainly on man, as is the

in Shu Ching.
In terms of intellect, if examining at the matter fr,om Heaven's point of view, the

case

situation according to Shu Ching is the following: Heaven looks to see who among the
people has Te in order !o be given the mandate to rule. Heaven only seeks a person
who has this qualification. This qualification carinot be learned. Confucius's criticism
ûo this set up would be that such a qualification must be given by Heaven. According to
the Analects the situation is that man himself has the ability to learn and ûo study and to
gain knowledge and understanding; a man has the ability to gain inte[ecû¡al growth.
tt Nlxxn-Ä t982, pp.
8o-92,s4/ts,94.
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Heaven gives its favors to people who want to learn. The virtue of Te is not something

to be acquired by man's own effort only, it is given by Heaven. In Confucius's
teaching this does not need to apply to all the virtues, since only Te is said to originate

from Heaven.

d. Heavenly Disfavor
Shu Ching also provides a background to the difficulties which C-onfucius met personally
when sick and when his favorite disciple Yen Yüan died. Traditionally, a long life was

one of the heavenly favors. The death of his disciple and even Confucius's sickness
could be seen as Heavenly punishments. In addition to this, Confucius understands that
improper action will cause rejecúon by Heaven. For Confucius it was important that
Heaven knows him; Confucius built his self identity on Heaven- That Heaven "has
bereft him", in COnfucius's mind ap'pafently is a very Severe heavenly puniShment.
If seen against the background of Shu Ching, these should have been educative
heavenly punishments to Confucius.æ Confucius does not follow here the ideology of
Shu Ching. If he had followed it he ought to have confessed that he himself has a fault
hiS virtue, Te, is faulty, or his teaching is erroneOus. He understands thet Heaven has
caused him serious setbacks, but he does not base his ethics on these matters-

One explanation for this could be that Confucius was probably not capable of this
kind of self criticism, but rather wanted to think that he was always right. The educative

punishments

of Heaven, and generally the idea that he who experiences heavenly

telror, has some kind of fault is so strongly documented in Shu Ching, that Confucius
really ought to have followed this pattem of thought, it he had been a follower of the
Chou ideology.

Historically it is clear that at the beginning of Chou this ideology was best defined
but it weakened Owa¡ds the end of the dynasty. The reason for Confucian silence about
this way of thinking would then ræher be in the general development of ideas: during
C-onfucius's time the Chou ideology was advocated even less, and the educative heavenly

punishments simply did not come into Confucius's mind in his personal context.
Apparently he was awa¡e of the idea, but it was for him a historical idea, a nonsense
with no relevance during his time and his set of life. This provides a reply to one of the
questions in the present work, paÍ one:
decay ofChou thought conceraing Heaven, king and virh¡e with the advent ofShih raise.d the
"The
qtestion of to what extent Confr¡cius, evør later, emphasizal this ideology. The question becomes even
more

iryorfail,

sinoe

Tiør

and Te a¡e ratber cent¡al both to Cbou idoology and to the Analocts' ÌVere

these terms an hheritmce of the Chou t¡adition in Confucius's system, or were they merely parts of an
entirely different worftl of ideas, which oaly hap,pened to coincide with thc concepts of Chou idoology'
but with an entirely new content?'ß

According to Confucius the basis of the interpreation of heavenly actions differed
from the Chou ideology. In a way it had moved in a more secula¡ direction. In Chou
thought, mishaps had to explained as heavenly actions and the reason fo¡ such actions
t2
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should be found. Confucius also understood such events as having been caused by
Heaven, but did not seek the motives of Heaven for such actions.

e. Continuing and Discontinuing ldeas

ofa move tov/ards secular thought can even be seen in Shu Ching; for
passage
example in the
where the Duke of Chou ¡easons that the present king could
The beginnings

in Heaven.e Confucius continues this line of thought.
Apparently his ethical motives u/ere not ùo please Heaven, since the conception of
serve better on earth than

ethical failures causing heavenly punishments formed no part of his thought He served
men, not Heaven to that extent.
When comparing Confucius's thought with the occurrenc.e of the ideas in different
strata in Shu Ching, it seems clear, as stated above, that he does not pay attention ûo the
mature Chou ideology of Heavenly educative punishments which are so obvious in the
early sEata of Shu Ching, and mostly absent from the later onesÚ The king's personal
relation to Heaven apperirs in both the eady and later strata A parallel to a cærtain
degree is Confucius's personal concern towards Heaven.
Another themg where quiæ a clear continuity from Shu Ching to the Analects can be
seen, is the theme of officials used by the king and Heaven. Confucius continues this
theme in his doctine of the He¿venly mandate and his personal mission. He uses these
ideas to build an ideological basis for the rising shih-class.

When examining the doctrines appearing in the different smÞ of Shu Ching, a
remarkable difference can be seen in the doctrines concerning Heaven and the people,
including the id€aspointing towards democracy. Confucius did not der/elop the doctines
this direction at all. He overlooked the significarrce of people in connection with Heaven

This may be related to his rejection of other important doctrines of Chou ideology,
which were mentioned above.s

f. Ideology and Reason

If ideology is defined as "an overall view of or attitude towa¡d life, a manner or the
content of thinking cha¡acteristic of an individual, group or culture",ET a system of
thought which provide.s given answers ûo the basic questions of life without leaving
open and unanswered questions, then Chou thought can be called an ideology. The
maærials above show that Confucius to a great degr€e rejecæd the main doctrines of the
Chou ideology. He did not follow the doctrines about Heavenly educative and guiding
ar
¡1¡¡g¡¡i 1982, p. lll.
tt Tle
Chou ideology 'is fully developed in the eady Chou documeats and tass sophisticated in later
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punishments, the doctrines about the role of the people, Heaven and the king. However,
he followed cerain doctrines which were importånt in ttris ideological thought of Chou.

The ancient kings were referred to by Confucius, Heaven was important for him
personally and he spoke about heavenly favors and disfavors. He also developed the
ideological content further by underlining the importånce of Heaven and the task and
calling given to him by Heaven, thus linking his self identity quite strongly with
Heaven. He used this system of thought to build up a body of doctrine which was
zuitable for officials to use as their ideological legitimation as officials, as the class of

shih.
fn his thoughts about Heaven the impact of reason and inællect car¡ be seen. Confucius
regarded progressive studies as important for competence to be known or recognized

by Heaven. Confucius saw the intellectualism as one of the cores of his mission. His
main intention was not political influence and power; otherì¡/ise he would have tied to
keep his position as a¡ official at all costs. His main intention was to exercise a kind of
infocrati4 to gain influence and power through correctly carrying out his mission of
qpreading his doctrines widely, and to guârantee the continuity of his doctrines. Otherwise

the death of his favoriæ disciple would not have boen such a great loss for him.
Confucius did not regard Heaven as an all-determining entity which leaves no space

for human intellectual effort to solve the basic questions of the way of life a¡rd ethics. In
Shu Ching the ethical behavior of the king and officials is always reflected to Heaven,
to transcendence. Confucius freed ethics from the bond¡ge of Heavenly educative
punishments. [n connection with Heaven he left a space free for an independent
autonomous ethical agent, in that practical case, for himself as such an agent. How he
developed his ethical doctrine cannot be seen frrom his discussion ofHeaven, but rather
from his use of proper ethical concepts which will be discussed later in this study.

4. Early Confucian Heaven and Heaven in Shih Ching
a. The Heavenly Mandate.
Both Shih Ching and the Analects place emphasis on the old ideal kings and their
mandate. In this respect Confucius follows the traditional view.B
Shih Ching speaks about the mandate and also reflects the Chou ideology to a small
extent. However, the main attitude is that although the mandate is changed, the new
dynasty is not seen as being a solution and heavenly punishment for the problems
which arose during the oldreceding dynasty.æ In the this re,spect Confucius's thinking
resembles the main Shih Ching- tradition.
The doctrine about the heavenly mandaæ in Shih Ching is not developed to the
extent it is in Shu Ching. C.onfucius's concept of his personal mandate has a slight
resemblance to the idea of Heaven giving good officials or assistants ûo the king.s
o
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Seen from the Confucian point of view, this would mean that Heaven has intended
Confucius to be such an assistânt, or if not an assistant, at least a teacher and propagator

of the right principles.
The position of the officials according to Shih Ching is to some extent ambiguous.
There are good officials, but also bad ones. But one has to obey even the bad ones
because they are appointed by Heaven, who nevertheless observes the activities of the
officials. In addition to all this, Shih Ching often criticizes the bad officials and calls
them 'nocuous insects".er A similar polarity between bad and good officials can be
seen in Confucius's principles as well, who speaks about the gentleman and the small
nutn, an ideal official and the opposiæ. The ethical comparisons between Shih Ching
and Confucian criticism will be dealt wittr below in connection with the ethical ærms-

b. Favorable Heaven
Confucius does not mention Heaven as the creator, as Shih Ching understands this
concept, but Confucius's opinion is consistent with Shih Ching in that Heaven maintains
the natural world in both.e
According to Shih Ching the virtue, Te is also originally form Heaven: Heaven
shows the bright path of virn¡e to the king; the "bright vktue" was transferred by God
from Yin to Chou.ts The conception of the heavenly origin of Te is quiæ clear in Shih
Ching, as well as in the Confucian Analects. The Confucian "supra empirical"
characteristic of Te or hanscendenal foundation of Te- ethics is by no means a Confucian
invention, or Confucius's personal search for the ultimate basis of ethics. It is simply
Confucius's attendance to the traditional thinking exposed in Shih Ching. Because for

Confucius ethical considerations were imporant, it cannot be a prne random occurrence
that Confr¡cius attaches Te to Heaven, but only a natural traditional conception. It is,
however, noteworthy that in this important conce,ption Confucius follows Shih Ching
and not Shu Ching, which does not stress the transcendental origin of Te.
Shih Ching regards Te as providing a reason fø positive actior¡s of Heaven together

with numinous reasons, such like sacrifice to the God and ancestorse
In Shih Ching the favor of Heaven is especially something the king has.s The
corresponding attitude in the Analects is that heavenly favor is given to Confucius
personally.

In Confucius's thinking the intellectual side is strongly in the foreground even in
connection with Heaven. In Shih Ching there is a small seed of this attitude, when it is
mentioned that the king leams from those who a¡e bright in their ølightenment and that
e'
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niúlo

develop in ways

Heaven shows the bright path of virtue, Te, ùo the king.* Although Te is regarded as
coming from Heaven, still there is an element of the king's personal learning. However,
this is such a small sæp in the intellectual direction that the Confucian ideas about
knowing and learning cannot be regarded as repetitions ofthis idea, but principally his
genuine innovations.

c. Heavenly Disfavor

In Shih Ching unfavorable action on the part of Heaven is di¡ected at the people
collectively; even the innocent have to suffer. And ofcourse even an individual has to
experience heavenly severity. Shih Ching inquires into the reason for such action, but
this reason is not found. The severe Heaven is, to a grcat extent simply inexplicable.
This rweals an inclination towa¡ds deterninism. The Chou mechanism of changing the
dynasty as a heavenly punishment is stressed very little. It is also noteworthy that in the
oldest section, the Sung section, there is no mention of heavenly severity.e Quantiatively,
heavenly severity is described much more in Shih Ching than in the Analects, which
concentrates solely on the relationships between Confucius and Heaven in this context,

leaving out heavenly unfavorable actions directed at collectives. The Confucian
determinism has to some extent a resemblance with the inexplicable Heaven of Shih
Ching.
rrVhen we examine Confucius's personal attitudes towards heavenly disfavor, we

can see certain ideological relationships betrveen Shih Ching and Confucius. Confucius

felt that he is dependent upon Heaven, like the individual in Shih Ching. Confucius
appreciated being known by Heaven. l¡ss of his favoriæ disciple, loss of offlrce, not
being recognized, distressed Confucius. Simila¡evørts distressedan individual in Shih

Ching: not having a proper home, not being understood by anyone when in difFrculties,
loss of a beloved one. Some places in Shih Ching inquire into the reasons for such
events, but no solution is offered Conñrcius, too, recognizes certai¡ kinds of reason
fø heavørly sorerity, at least in principle; that a wrong action causes heavenly severity.

In Shih Ching, as well

as

in the Analects, there is also the idea of a¡r inexplicable severe

Heaven, when no reason for such action is found nor even posited. Confucius sha¡es

of despair and skepticism, which Roberts regards as "proto atheism".s
This idea of proto atheism must not be exaggerated since Shih Ching speaks about
these themes

prayer, although things do

nc

change despite the prayer and sacrifioe, the communication

with Heaven being only one way. This is the position of the Analects too in relation ûo
prayer. In addition, although prayer is not very emphatic and regarded as not very
effective, it shows that neither Confucius nor the sentiments in Shih Ching follow
determinism. If this had bør the case, prayer would have been rejected. The fact that
prayer takes plaæ implies ttrat there is, or at least might
the tanscendenal power through that medium.
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some possibility of influencing

The above mentioned simila¡ities show that the alleged Confr¡cian "agnosticism" has
its roots in Shih Ching. Confucius talks less about Heaven than Shih Ching does, but

Confucius's personal attitude towards Heaven is quite close to that of the individual
persons described in Shih Ching in connection with Heaven. For both, Heaven is
important, and for Confucius's personal self awareness or identity Heaven was by no
means less important than for the mentioned individuals in Shih Ching.

d. Pattern of Thought
In Shih Ching the pattern of thought begrns with the general epithets of Heaven, and
then moves to more specific characteristics, progressing from general to specific.e
This is a similar pattem of thought to the one which ca¡r be discerned in the structure of
the Analects, ar¡ seen in the introduction. Philosophically this implies that understanding
the general principles precedes the specific ones: one has to understand the general
principles first in order to understand the practical phenomena- This genuine Confucian
principle is reflected in Shih Ching. Whethe¡ there are any historical relationships
between these patterns of thought is a different question. If those odes in which this
pattem of thought appeårs are comparatively reliable sources, as is most probably the
case, then there might have been a general way of presenting things first by stating the

general principles and then the pra.ctical implications of these principles. The compilers

of the Analects followed this generally used pattern of presentation. In terms of
Confucianism this is not just a way of presentation, but a philosophic stance which
involves understanding the general principles, the great lines, first. Ethically this would
mean not to list cfìses of what is right or rryrong, but to state principles which a¡e to be
applied to certain situations by the ethical agenl To what extent this freedom has been
realized in Confucian ethics can be seen in what follows.

e. Themes in Shih Ching which were Overlooked by Confucius
In the above, several points which the Analects and Shih Ching have in common were
seen. Howev€r, certain themes a¡e absent from the Analects: the ¡ole of women is
totally absent; the esteem of ma¡ried life in connection with Heaven does not exist; the
cosmological frame of reference can hardly be seen in the Anatecrs; in connection with
Heaven, Tien as creator does not appear; the uncertainty of keeping the mandate is not
in the Analects; the collective heavenly punishments @nnot be found; the king as a
cøtnecting agent between tra¡rscendenceand immanence is not described
When we consider what Confucius said about these, we probably do not err much if

we conclude that in these issues, too, Confucius basically followed Shih Ching. An
excepion to this is th¿t in his personal history we lnow that he did not greatly value the
mafried life and the family. He valued his disciples much more. They were imporhnt
for his mission.

'NIKKtr Ä 1982, pp. 157,163.
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f. Confucius's Own Standpoint and Heaven
In the above it was seen that most of the Confucian ideas in connection with Heaven
follow more or less the traditional lines. The beginnings of some of Confucius's ideas
a¡e to be seen in the Eaditions, and some ideas are even better develo'ped in the tradition
than in the Analecs. The fact that Confucius followed concepts in Shih Ching indicates
that Confucius probably also followed those ideas which he only rarely mentioned.
There was a certain intellectual climate, which Confucius did not negate. In this climate
Heaven was important, as it was for Confucius.
Despiæ this great similarity, Confucius quite clearly had a new emphasis and even
new themes. One such clear emphasis was his personal identity anchored i¡ Heaven
and binding the vifiue, cultr"re and himself together. Te and culh¡re had a transcendental
foundation and worked as his personal protective shield against dangers.

A new theme in the Analects in the context of Heaven is inællectualism. The ethical
agent is auûonomous, free to use his intellectual ability in morals and to adapt himself to
the situations. This attitude prepared an area for moral principles rather than lists of
practical dos and don'ts. However, it is worth noting that the idea of general principles
beforepractical more detailed application or description exists already in Shih Ching. In
his new theme of intellectualism, Confucius found a transcendental motive. Studies a¡e
progressive, aiming !o Heaven in order to be known or recognized by Heaven. Because

of this motive of inællectualism, in connection with Heaven, when we search for the
philosopher in Confucius, we do not find a philosopher, but a theologian who is a
heavenly motivated intellectual. Confucius's attitude towards Heaven grows from the
tradition which regards Heaven as important. Thus it is only natural that he is a
heavenly inællectual, a theologian, at lei¡st in connection with Heaven.
This theological motive of intellectualism, or heavenly intellectualism, from our
present western point of view is only one possibility among many. Confucius could
have ignored the importance of Heaven. The materials do not show that he reluctantly
admitæd the importance of Heaven, under pressure or force. C-onfucius brought Heaven

naturally into his thinking. Confucius did not speak much about Heaven; however he
spoke enough that one is convinced that Heaven was important to him and that his
personal identity was anchored in Heaven. In this sense he personally was a religious
man, and in the intellectual motive he was a theologian. From this stå¡dpoint he
develo,ped further a valæ theory, which is reflecæd in the ethical terms. It remains to be
seen whether Confucius has a sysæm separated from his personal heavenly standpoint,
another more "profane" philosophy ofvalues, or whether he sees the value theory
theologically legitimated En examination of what Confi¡cius says about Heaven shows
that the øly ethical term he attached to the Heavenly climafe is Te. A wider resea¡ch of
Te shows what he really meant by it, and through this meaning, what the Heavenly
implications for his ethics were, since Te was of heavenly origin in the genuine fashion
of the Shih Ching tradition.

4l

5. A comparison with Lao Tzu's Concept of Heaven
Tien appears 92 times in l¿o Tzu. Many of

these occurrences are in the combination
"under heaven" æ
which means "world" or "empile". Often Tien appears in the
combination 'heaven and earth" meaning the visible cosmos or universe.'o
Acærding to the Taoist cosmology in the beginning there was Tao as an undiffere¡rtiaæd
entity. Tao operates forever and pr,oduces heaven and ea¡th and all things. The beginning

T

of heaven and earth was namelesr fr €. Chan explains the namelessness: "To I¿o
Tzu, Tao is nameless and is the simplicity without names; when names arise, that is,
when the simple oneness of Tao is split into individual things with names, it is time to

stop".Astothebeginningof heavenandearth, IaoTzusays: "Thespiritof thevalley
never dies. This is called the mysterious female. The gateway of the mysterious female
is called the root of heaven and ea¡th. Dimty

will never drain iL" There is also

visiblg it

seems as

if it were there. Yet

a saying: "When the gates of heaven

X Fl

use

op"n

and shut, are you capable of keeping to the role of the female?" l¿u follows Chuang
Tzu when explaining this. The gaæs of heaven "is the invisible gateway through which
the myriad creatures come into being and return to nothing."r0¡ rilhat is said above lets
one understand the relationship between the mysterious female, Tao, heaven and earth.
Tao is the origin of heaven and earth, but the mysterious female or the spi¡it of valley

functions here in a simila¡ way. Functionally Tao and the mysterious female are
assimilated This functimal assimilation doesnotneæssarily mean thatthey a¡eassimilated
as beings or entities. However, for our purpose what is more imporant is the fact that
Tao and the mysterious female or the spirit of valley a¡e above heaven in the Taoist
ontological hierarchy. In l-ao Tzu heaven is by no means an "independent supremely
functioning entity, initiator of things and principles." Heaven in Taoism is a part of
creation or nature and not a creative porver, like Tao or the mysterious female. Taoism
does not speakabout Heaven with a capital letter.
This "mysterious female" calls atørtion to one majø theme in Taoism, the exaltation
of the feminine. Schwartz says:
'Here the symbol of the valley whose nsturÊ is wholly determined by its empty spece æd its pessive
receptivity to all that flows into it seems to be ¡elated to the sexual and generative role of the female.
The fe¡nale role i¡ sex is ostensibly passive. Yet the female cotrquers the male by stillness, in stillness
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TIIIEL 1971, p.58. Beþ says that l¡o Ta¡ uses this expression in the treditionål sense of "universe".
BEKY l9?2, p. 159.

IAo rzv

r0r
2s, p.82. KARLGREN 1975, p.5. sMULLyAN 1985, pp.24-27. About rhe
comment, see CHAN, Wing-tsit 1963, p. l¿14. About the cosmology, see IIENDERSON 1984, p. 35.
LAO TZU l:2,p.57, CHAN ìtriry-tsit 1963, p. 97. See the origind text for erample WANG PI
1975, p. 5. o¡ l-AU 1982, p. 2.
I,'AOTZII 6:17,p.62. Tbis h¡s bee,o explained as having e sexu¡l reference. Chang rejocts this
ide¡- CHAN Wing-tsit 1963, p.
Yen explains that the middle of the valley is eryty. The Spirit
camot
u¡derstood, so it is said th¡t it oever dies. Tbe feoale is Yin md the oysærious is
Yang. Yin md Yaag ¡¡e mixod together, so it says 'myslerious female' YEN Lin-feng 1971, p.27.
Comady rcguds this passage as an ancieot myth of cre¡tion, (Schiþfrmgsmythr¡s). The pr,obobility that
this passage hes sometùing to do with philosophic speculatioos is very small. CONRADY 1932,p.

þ

fi[

lll.

154.

I-AOT I tù.?4,p.66.

LAU D.C.1974,p.66.
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she orccupirx; the lower

¡xrsition.''0:

In Confucius's thinking Heaven is a being upon which Confucius is dependent. In
this Confucius differs from the Taoist tradition and is much closer to the tradition of
Shu Ching and also Shih Ching. This tradition, which prevails in Shih Ching, Shu
Ching and Confucius's thinking, concerning Heaven may be called the tradition of
Heaven as the independent originator. The Taoist radition concerning Heaven may be
called a tradition of heaven as a part of nature only. In Taoism Tao stands in the place

of the independent o'riginator. As such, Taoism is the t¡adition of Tao as the independent
originator. [t is noteworthy, howeveÍ, that both traditions recognize an independent
originator, but call it by different names. This does not imply that Heaven in Chou
ideology and in Confucius on the one hand and Tao in Taoism on the other have the
same ideological con¡ent even though ttrey

fulfill

a similar main ñ¡nction.

The primacy of feminine over heaven and earth, which is next to Tao, is an important
characteristic of Taoism. Needham says:
'The Cmfucian æd tegalist scrial eûicel thought-complex was masculine, managing, had domioating,
aggressive, rational and donative. - The Taoist broke with this radically and completely by emphasizing

all that was feminine tolerating, yielding, permissive, withdrawing, mystical and receptive. Their
exaltation of the Valley Spirit'was an affront to the Confucian$ for is it not s¡id in the I¡m Yü: The
superior m¡n hates to dwell in a lowJying sitr¡ation, whete all the evil in the wodd
upon nrm.

will flow down

"Heaven and ea¡th are enduring", because "they do not give themselves life". This
cosmologicâl notion has a practical ethical implication: "Therefore the sage puts his
person last and it comes ñrst." Chan translates this as: "Therefore the sage places
himself in the background but finds himself in the foreground."tø This withdrawing
attitude of the sage is based on the primacy of similar characæristic in the cosmological

foundation, the attitude which proceeds from the feminine root of heaven to heaven
itself, and from heaven to the sage. This structure shows that in Taoism too, ethics is
based on the function of the universe and is orignally frrom there.
I¿o Tzu has a kind of hierarchy of universe when it is said: "Man models himself on
earth, earth on heaven, heaven on the way, and the way on that which is naturally so."
All tlrese entities a¡e descriH as great f, with the exception that in the place of man
there is the king, representing men. These all form a unity. Chan explains the Taoist
unity:
One "is equivdent to Tao but h¡s differe¡rt cor¡notati<ms. Teo denotes the Way, the principle, especially
that of Wu-wei (non action) taking no rmnatural action. The Or¡e, on the other hand, denotes unity md
sirrylicity, the unca¡ved bl<¡ck before it is split up into individual things, and the ¡umber that is not
¡elative to other numbeæ. It is things 'rnerge into one'. It also denotes the beginning md the origin of

rhirgs.'r6
Heaven and earth are neutral. This is seen in the following passage: "Heaven and

'* scHwARTz tg&s, p. 200, L,Ao rzu 6t,p. tza.
'* NEEDHAM 1956, p. 59. Needham quotes Legge. soe LEGGE II 1969, AN. l9:?-0,p.345,34.
'ù LAo l1LlI 7:1E,19,p.63. Cbåtr coûmÊûts: "Tbis Taoist doctrine of selfdeoial ef,presses the sa¡¡e
spirit es do the Christian doctrine of self-sacriñce e¡d the Buddhist doctile of non-ego.' CHAN
Wing-tsit 196?,p. ll2.
, ü!Ëñ ' XËlË ' lËË å f/i.
'6 LAo rzrJ 2s:5g,p. 82- rhe text is: {$!t
IVANG PI 1975 p.58.
LAO TAJ ?5:57, p. 82, 16:38, p 72, 39:85-89, pp 100, lol. CHAN Witrg-tsit 1963, pp. 145,

t7t.
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T F,

earth are ruthless
and treat the myriad creatures as straw dogs; the sage is
ruthless, and treats the people as straw dogs." The ancient people in China used straw
dogs in sacrifices. After the sasrifice the straw dogs were thrown away. As heaven and
ea¡th a¡e ruthless they are naturally "Wu-wei",

m å,

non active. Wang Pi explains
must establish and teach and have a kind of action, rJúei

'f=
å.totHere we see the^ Taoist criticism

that the kind people

against Confucianism. From the Taoist

stånd-point rhe Confucian Jen has no ontological foundation whatsoever.
The ba¡e Heaven- terms appear in connection with the virtue of non-contention
which emphasizes the natural action or refraining from unnatural
action, like "A skilful leader of troops is not oppressive with his miliøry strength."
This non contention has its basis in Heaven, and is called a principle of old. However
this is only a trace of the idea of antiquity, so common in the tradition of Shu Ching and

ñ + Zæ

even Confucius.¡07

The combination 'way of heaven'

æË

has been mentioned when giving

examples of how the way of heaven functions without acting contrary to nature, Wu-wei:

"The way of heaven excels in overcoming though it does not spealq in atfacting though
it does not summon, in laying plans though it appears slack The net of heaven is cast
wide. Though the mesh is not fine, yet nothing ever slips through."roE
The idea of retiring is close to the notion of Wu-wei: "To retire when the task is
accomplished is the way of heaven". This notion can also be found in Confucianism. In
Taoism this is apparently one of the actions which is not contrary to natwe and is
according to Wu-wei.r@
Another characæristic of heavenly action is reflected by the sentence: "Heaven hates
what it hates, who knows why?" rt0 This is slightly akin to the punishing Heaven in the

Shu Ching tradition. This notion, however, is not prominent in
question shows that it is more prroblematic than clear.

lao

Tzu, and the

Another cha¡acteristic of the natural action of the Tao of heaven is to balance between
choices or to smooth out the extremities. "The high it presses down, the low it lifu up;
The excessive it tales from, the deficient it gives to." The non-favoritism and neuEality

of Tien Tao a¡e close to this feature. With these features Tien Tao is a fine example

'* LAO TZIJ 5:14-16,p. 61. KARLÆREN 1975, p. 2. Wu Wei should be tre$lated "refraining from
ectivity contrery to Nah¡re" rather tb¡n "oon-ection" or'inactivity'NEEDHAM fI 1956, p.68. WANG
PI 1975, p. 13. About straw dogs, see YEN Ling-fen 1965, pp. U,25.'Ctrât goodness is not good,
ruthless.' CHU CHIEN 1984,p.23.

''

L/{O TZu 68:166,p. 130. CHAN lVing-tsit 1963, p. 22l.Chan follows lVaag Pi.

See

IVANG PI

1975, p. l,fo. WANG PI 1979, p. lE9. D.C. L¿u omirs Ê^. I-¡U D.C. 1974, p. l9l. In doing this
he also omits the idea that heaven and ahics in l¡o Ta¡ have ar least some kind of reference to the idea
of antiquity, which is a well established idea in the t¡dition in Shih Ching and Shu Ching as well as

in the Conñ¡cian An¡lects.
who also follows Wang Pi.

fi

UcUaea follows Wang Pi's text, see YEìl r jng-feog 1965, p.280,

t*LAOTZIJ 73:179,p.135.'lVithoutlookingoutof thewindowoneca¡soethewayof
lË '. r¡orZU4z:loó,p. loa.

heavea

ft

'o I-AO T'iZlJ 9:23,p. 65. Chan says: "Note that one sbor¡ld withdraw onty after his wort is do¡e. The
Taoist way of life is not thât of a hermit, eltho'lgh h€mits hrve t¡ken its n¡me.' CHAN Wing-tsit
1963, p. l15.
rr0

[ÁO TZIJ 7X:178,p.

135. In this

co¡te¡t ffi. m""as 'håt€q to h¡rm" 1g!i[ I ;ng-fen

u

lTIl,p.Ì93.

for the ideal ethical behavior and for the ruling as well.'r'
The Analects still follow the questions about Heaven being positive or negative in is
actions towards Confucius; Heaven providing a mandate; a person having a personal
relationship towards Heaven; and Heaven being a supreme functioning subject. The
structure of the doctrines of l.ao Tzu do not follow this pattern of questions. In the
cosmological hierarchy heaven is not supreme; it is subordinated under Tao. Heaven's
attitude towa¡ds men is not discussed much, and the relationships between heaven and
man in past and present is not regarded as an important question. In the place of these

tlere is the Tien Tao as a basis of moral and political actions. This notion is not
discussed much in the Analects. Historical perpetuity in connection with heaven is not
discussed in L¿o Tzu; also the heavenly Ming as a predetermined course of action is not

discussed, T'ien is not as much a key term

in l,ao Tzu as it is in the Confucian

Analects.

Communication with heaven both in the Analects and in [¿o Tzu is liüle developed.
In this both have broken the traditional attitude expressed in Shu Ching.
Generally speaking the stratements about Tien in [¿o Tzu are vaguer ¿rnd fewer than
in the Analects, and the meaning of the term is less definite in [¿o Tzu than in the
Analects. Howeve¡ the comparison above shows that Confucius has distinct ideas
which a¡e different from the ideas in ko Tzq and even some mutual criticism between
these two schools can be seen.

To illuminate the specific philosophical position of Confucius more clearly, it is
useful now to compare his thoughts with the thoughts of Mo Tzu.

6. A Comparison with Mo Tzu's Concept of Heaven
The comparison with Mo Tzu's thinking is based mainly on chapters 8 to 39, the
synoptic books of Mohism.
In many instances Mo Tzu mentions Heaven and spirits logether. The functions of
Heaven and those of the spirits are partly the same, although Heaven and the spirits are
not assimilated ûotally. However, they have a greatÊr resemblance to each other than
according ûo the thinking of Confucius. Mo Tzu says that Heaven is above, the spirits
are in the middle sphere and the people are below.r¡zIn this way Mo Tzu is close to
monotheism, but also believes in the spirits.

Mo Tzu tries

prove the theory of the existence of spirits and ghosts by using his
th¡ee laws or reasoning: l) The histuical ergument, which mrns úo find the foundation
of theory in a study of the experiences of the wise men of the past 2) The testimonial
ûo

¿¡rgumerit which means to examirie the compatibility of the theory with the facts of the
actual experienæ of the people. 3) rtrc pragmatic argumerit, which means b
whether

s

or not the theory is conducive ûo the welfa¡e of the staæ and of the people. These three
laws are independent and do not have logical interrelations.tt3This method is used by

"'rÁo rlLr! 77:t84,185, p. 139, 79:192,p. l4l, gl:196,

p. 143.

"'MO TAJ pp. l41,l85,lgg2A¿33. HSIAO ty1/9,9.2,tó. SJOI{OLM 1982, p. l0O.
tt'lfu, Shih l9ó8, p. 72-lÍEl,yi-peo 1973, pp.6t,68,69.
HSû fu+¡¡¡¡ l9?5, pp. 312,313.
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Mo Tzu to prove the doctrines. It is like a given pattem which can be used for Mohist
docfinal apologetics. In opposition to this, Confucius has no such readymade method
of proof. Confucius emphasized the importance of learning and studying instead.
Consequently Confucius's doctrines were not as definiæly stated as Mo Tzu'sIn the chapter "On Ghosts" Mo Tzu mentions several historical testimonies on
ghosts referring to many old records. He also notes that many have hea¡d and seen
something of ghosts and spirits, and that this is reliable. Mo Tzu gains historical
support for his afgument by referring to the ancient kings. The ghosts have a pragmatic
use: they can reward virtue and punish vice. The ghosts and spirits see the wrongdoers'

robbers and so on. The officials will not dare to be comrpt in office, and the people
dare not do bad things. "And the world will have order". The âfgumentation of Mo Tzu
here shows some empirical thinking. According !o Hsü Mo Tzu was an empiricist" but
took only the empirical facts without developing an empirical theory. Birdswhistell
says:

'Èy using evidence from historicål recor<ls and not from the ach¡al experiences of the poople, Mo Ta¡
accomplishecl ¡ws rhings. First, although what he did w¡s totally iavalid, he reslonded to the question
of the reliability of the teetimony by using accormts of respocted men of the pasl. The assrmption was
that since these records and these rnen were regarded as reliable, therefore what they said must be
reliable. ...secondly, by referriag to actual people from the past, Mo Tzu wås sttempting to provide an
existential grormding for his hypothesis tbat çirits exist. Since 'niversal propositio,ns ñmction
hypotheses and do not irnply existeoce, they are not statements of fact asserting the existence
I n
instances of the proposition."

as

of

t

According to Mo Tzu the honorable and wise Heaven may give blessings and
rewards to the people. Ancient good kings got the blessings because they were obedient
as thei¡ standard get blessings.
to Heaven. Those who take righteousness, Yi,

=E Yi is given by Heaven to the
Obedience means taking Yi as one's standard. This
Then
these pass it to their subordinates.r's
his
subordinates.
it
to
mediates
who
emperor
Schwa¡tz says the sages:

"Understood th¿t Heaveo wishcs them to bring into being a system in which those wbo act well will
be rewarde¡l and those who act wickedly will be punishal, Above dl they understood that Heaven
provides the ultim¡te mo<lel for men... The sage-kings were tbe active collaborators of Heaven in
tonstructing'an ideal pattern sf fuum¡n society. I use the Western word'constn¡cring'he¡e i¡ relation
to the metapbor of order bec¡use, in this case, it emineotly seens to ¡PPly."

Grahâm has realized that the Mohist references to the antiquity are absent from the
most Mohist parts of the texl Only the spokesmen of the "daniant, not to say degenerate,
Mohism of the South, who elevates the ancient books to scriptural authority."r16 Ttis

historical retrospective point of view is much more important for Mo Tzu than for
Confricius.

In Mo Tzu's thinking meny virtues are related to Heaven or at least have some
connection to iL Mo Tzu says for example: "If the rulers, ministers and gentlemen of
the world truly desire to honor¡r the way, Tao, S benefit the peo'ple, af¡d seafch out
the basis of benevolence, Jen, 41, rnd righteousness, Yi, ffr, then they must not fail
ûo obey the will of Heaven, for obedience to the will of Heaven is the standard of
t,. MO'IZU pp. 161,162,165,169,170. BIRDWHISTELL 19E4, p. 180. Sæ elso HAI'ISEN 1983, p.
85.

t't Mo rzu

p.

"o scHlvARtz

t4,t42,147,1 55,
1985,

I 3 8,¡14,1

39'141,137 .

p. 145. GRAHAM r9E5, p,28.
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righteousness.""'
Mo Tzu also explains what is heavenly virtue, T'ien Te,

It is to do
and to obey the will of Heaven. Righteousness is the standard
and the basis of government. This means for example that the great does not attack the
small and the strong will not plunger the weak. The states will not ruin each others with
"water, fi.re, poison and weapons". Such a government will be beneficial to "Heaven
righteousness,

Yi,

S,

X Æ.

o the spirits in the middle sphere, to the people below. Being beneficial to these
th¡ee it is beneficial to all. This is called the virtue of Heaven, Tien Te,
Æ;
whoever practises this is a s¿rge, magnanimous, Jen, f,., gracious, and righteous, Yi,

above,

ñ

$fi, loyal, affectionate, and filial, and all such good names in the world will be
gathered and atributed ûo him. Why so? Because such conduct is in acco¡dance with
the will of Heaven."r¡8
According to Mo Tzu, Heaven in itself also serves as a standard. His view is as
follows: In the world, there are many parents, teachers and rulers, but only few of them
are Jen, and most of them are not Jen. Imitating the not Jen, cannot be taken as the right
standard. Because of this, the only proper standard in government is Heaven "Nothing
better than following Heaven. Heaven is all-inclusive and impartial in its activities,
abundant and unceasing in its blessings, and lasting and untiring in its guidance."'re
Heaven loves all people. This can be known, because Heaven sends a calamity upon
anyone who murders the innocent. There a¡e those who hate people and oppress them
and oppose the will of Heaven. Those who love the people and obey the will of Heaven
a¡e the old sage kings. According to Mo Tzu they engaged themselves in universality
and not partiality in love.
"Lnving universdly, they did not attack the small states with their large s¿Ntes, they did not molest the
small houses with thei¡ large houses... such a regime was agreeable to Heaven above, to tbe spirits in
the middle sphere and to the pe<rple below. Being helpñrl to these throe, it was hetpful to all. And this

fien Te.'
In addition, we know that Heaven loves everyone, because it accepts sac¡ifices
from everyone and Heaven rewa¡ds the virtr¡ous and punishes the evil. Mo Tzu proves
this by the fact that the ancient sage kings "loved what it loved and benefited what it

was Heavenly virtue,

would benefit" and Heaven rewarded them. Heaven punished the wicked kings.r2o
Heaven may use the king to execute the punishment: The ancient king Chieh of Hsia
was "an emperor in honou¡ and possessed the whole empire in wealth. He cursed
Heaven and blasphemed against the spirits above and destroyed the multitudes below.

Thereupon Heaven commissioned Tang to carry out the judicious punishment." A
simila¡ story is told concerning the king Chow of Yin, who was punished by Heaven
using king Wu to carry out the punishment- Sometimes spirits are mentioned together
with Heaven as subject, and both of them, Heaven and the spirits, may bless or
punish.r2r

Mo Tzu regards Heaven as
"?

a úTeaüor which maintains or keeps up everything that

wATsoN

t't Mo

ral

"t Mo rzu

1963, p. 93. Mo rzu w.142,155,t59.
p.55.
p. 14, HSIAo s.A., p. 243.

't MO TZU pp. l4ó,148,153-t55.
''' Mo rzl p. 171,t72,195,199.

SJÖHOLM 19E2, pp. t3l-t37
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exists. Heaven has created everything for the good of man, including the natural world

and the phenomena of it as well as the society. Mo Tzu says: "The work or Heaven
extends to even the smallest things ttrat are enjoyed by man. Such benefits may indeed
be said to be substantial, yet there is no service in return."ræ These ideas of Mo Tzu
place the human being as a cenEe and object which Heaven serves through the creation
and maintenance of nah¡re and society.

In Mo Tzu's thinking Heaven is supreme. He says:
"Heaven is more honourable a¡d wise than the emperor fb'r a reason: When the emperor practises virtr¡e
Heaven rewards, when the empe'ror does evil Heaven punishes. \ilhen there are disea.se and calamities
the emperor will purify and bathe himself and prepare clean cakes and wine to do sacriñce and libetion
to Heaven and the spirits. Heave¡r then remove.s them. But I bave not yet heard of Heaven invoking the
emperor for blassing. So I know Heaven is more honourable and wise thatr the emperor... But is there
yet my one more honourable and wise than Heaven? Heaven is really the most honourable and wise.
Therefore, right€ousness, Yi,
surely comes from Heaven. An<l heace Mo Tzu said: If the gentlemen
of the wo,rld really desi¡e to follow the way and benefit the people, they must not disobey the will of

$[

Heaven, the origin

of magnanimity, Jen,

þ

and righteousness,

Yi 9Ê ' . 't'

In holding this opinion Mo Tzu sympathizes with Confucius and especia[y the old
traditions in Shu Ching and Shih Ching. However, he elaborates the origins of the
virtues more profoundly than Confucius who indicated expressis verbis the heavenly
origin only about Te. In addition, Confucius does not evaluate Heaven like Mo Tzu.
For Confucius Heaven cannot be characterized so clearly, although learning has a
heavenly motive. Confucius wanted to learn and wanted others to learn, but Mo Tzu
did not need to stress leârning, because he knew everything atready. In this respect Mo
Tzu is closer to the given system of thought, which replies ûo the basic questions and
resembles ideology, whereas Confucius's attitude is a more dynamic process of gaining
knowledge. F¡om this point of view Confucius ap'pears more scientifically mindedCommunication between man and Heaven is not emphasized at all. Mo Tzu says:
"The wise man should reverence Heaven and worship the spirits, love the people and
economize in expenditures."rz4 This points to the direction that the spirits are closer to
man, ztnd can be approached easier than Heaven, which should be reverenced. Heaven
in this attitude appears as "t¡emendum" tvhetreas the spirits are more suitable for a man

to approach. Confucius had a stronger feeling of a di¡ect relationship with Heaven
withoutany mediators.
Mo Tzu refutes fatalism. He inærprets ¡he Confucian doctrine on Tirn Ming, fi
ô, "t fatalism. According to Mo Tzu, the Confucians holds that "Old age or early
death, poverty or wealth, safety or danger, order or chaos a¡e destined by the fate of
Heaven, Tiør Ming, and cafinot be modified. Failure or sucoess, reward or punishmant,
luck or adversity, are all settled; the wisdom and power or man can do nothing."
Officers who believe this, according to lrlo Tzu, will neglect their duties. Also the
people,
will neglect thei¡ work rð
conrmon

if

they believe this,

Shih concludes that Confucius had a certain determinism, but whether it is the result
ofblind natural forces or the decision ofa personal God remains unclear. This opinion

"t MOruJ

pp. 145,146. Se¿ ¡lso WILHELM 1929,p.34. SCI{WARTZ 1985' p. 145.

tu MoTz|v p9. 141,142.

''
''

Mo

rzv

p.233. cf. sJ-ÖHoLM 1982, pp. lol,l02.

MO Tzu p.192,t93,196,t972V2. ROEÎZ 1984, pp. zlE,2l9- SJöHOIì{ 1982,p-97
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is mainly based in the following siatement: "Death and life are the decree of Heaven;
wealth and rank depend upon the will of Heaven."t2n
Heaven is strongly related to the ethical terms. as seen above. The upkeeping force
of Heaven is righteousness, since it is originated from Heaven and without it the wodd
dies.¡27 Compared with Confucius, Mo Tzu "deif¡ed" the values, whereas Confucius
relates only the virtue of Te to Heaven.
The positive attitude of Heaven is emphasized by Mo Tzu. However, this attitude is
more general than by Confucius, who felt the attitude towa¡ds himself personally. In

Mo Tzu this positive heavenly attitude is bound to obedience and righteousness, while
the negative attitude is a result of disobedience. Mei says: "Mo Tzu's religion might be
summed up as theistic in nature and social and moral in function." According to Mei the
attitude of Confucius was humanistic agnosticism. He refers here to the well known
passages in the Analects:

'The subjects on which the Master did not talk were extraordinary

things, feats of strength, disorder and spiritual beings", and "Chi Lu asked about
serving the spirits and the dead, the Master said, \ilhile you are not able to serve men,
how can you serve their spirits?' Chi Lu added, 'l venture as about death?' He was
answered: 'While you do not know life, how c¿n you know about death?"r2E To
interpret these translations bv lægge as showing agnosticism is defendable, but to
cha¡acterize the whole of Confucius's thinking as that of agnosticism basing one's
argument on these translations seems to be over-simplification in the light of the materials
on Heaven in the Confucian Analects. However, it is probable tl¡at Confucius was
closer to faalism than Mo Tzt¡, because he did not relate the ethical concepts to Heaven
too closely.

Mo Tzu's methods differ from those of Confucius, who does not refer to such
methods. Mo Tzu legitimaæs ethics through Heaven, and also the heavenly actions a¡e

human-centered for the sake of the people. The motivation of ethics in Confucius is
education centere4 whereas Mo Tzu çgards thevirnresascoming frrom the tanscendence"
In the attitude ûowa¡ds üanscendence, Confucius regards Heaven as an independent
unity, directly communicating with human being. MoTzu has added to the transcendence
the spirits, who a¡e in berween man and heaven. The human being honors heaven, just
in Confucius, but does not have such a personal relationship towards Heaven. The
human being according to Mo Tzu can communicate with the spirits instead

Mo Tzu says much more about franscendence than Confucius, but he speaks about
them as if they were everyday matters. Confucius seems to have adopted a more
personal and meaningful relation to Heaven. He does not speak much about it, but feels
that his personal identity depends heavily oo Heaven.

''

SHEI 1970, pp. 499500. AN. l2:5, p. 163.
'n MOTZU p. t36. CHAN, lVing-tsit l97O,p.2ll.
'ã MEI tg?3, pp. 158,159. AN. 7:15, tl:ll, LEGGE I 1969, pp. 20r''240. See footnotes 35 and 3ó
of the present work. Needb¡¡r says: 'Feats of strcngth' presrrmably refers to the sryerùum¡o force of
N¡ture ås shown i¡ aatr¡ral convulsio¡s such es earthguakes, tidd w¡ves, aval¡¡rches etc. Confucius did
not discuss about tbese, because they seemed to beve no bearing on the problems ofhumm sociay,"
NEEDHAM 1956, p. 15. Soe foobotes 35 and 36 of thepreseot work.
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